As illustrated by the approaches presented during the 5 th FSPM workshop (Prusinkiewicz 16 and Hanan 2007, and this issue), the development of functional-structural plant models 17 requires an increasing amount of computer modeling. All these models are developed by 18 different teams in various contexts and with different goals. Efficient and flexible 19 computational frameworks are required to augment the interaction between these models, 20 their reusability, and the possibility to compare them on identical datasets. 21
Introduction 34
Functional-structural plant models (FSPM) aim to simulate and help to understand the 35 biological processes involved in the development and functioning of plants (Prusinkiewicz 36 2004; Godin and Sinoquet 2005; Vos et al. 2007 ). This requires efficiently using and 37 combining models or computational methods from different scientific fields in order to 38 analyze, simulate and understand complex plant processes at different scales. Due to the 39 different constraints and background of the teams, these models are developed using 40 different programming languages, with different degrees of modularity and inter-41 operability. In addition, little attention is devoted to the reusability of the code and to its 42 diffusion (packaging, installation procedures, web site, portability to other operating 43 systems, and documentation). This makes it difficult to exchange, re-use or combine 44 models and simulation tools between teams (or even within a team). This may become 45 particularly critical as the FSPM community wants to address the study of more and more 46 3 complex systems, which requires integrating different models available from different 47 groups at different scales. 48
Attempts have been made in the past to develop software platforms in the context of 49 FSPM. The most popular is the L-Studio software, developed since the end of the 80's by 50 the group led by P. Prusinkiewicz (Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990; Mech and 51 Prusinkiewicz 1996) . This platform runs on the Windows operating system and provides 52 users with an integrated environment and a specific language called cpfg dedicated to the 53 modeling of plant development. This language was recently upgraded to L+C (based on the 54 C++ programming language). This greatly extended the power of expression and the 55 openness of the system. 56
A different user interface, VLab, has been designed by the same group to use cpfg on Linux 57 systems (Federl and Prusinkiewicz 1999) . In itself, the VLab design is independent of the 58 application domain. This interactive environment consists of experimental units called 59 objects, that encompass data files, and Linux programs, that operate on these data. To 60 exchange data, objects must write the data to the disk. An inheritance mechanism allows 61 objects to be refined using an object-oriented file system, and objects may be distributed in 62 different locations across the web. Such features make it a powerful system for assembling 63 pieces of code at a coarse grain level and for managing different versions of any given 64 model. On the other hand, VLab uses of a shell language to combine stand-alone programs 65 that have a low level of interoperability, does not allow easy control of data flows at a fine 66 grain level due to the limited access that the modeler has to the internal data structures of 67 the interconnected programs. 68 4 GroIMP (Kniemeyer et al. 2006 ) is another software platform based on L-systems, that was 69 developed recently by W. Kurth and his team in the context of plant modeling and 70 simulation in biology. This open software platform is written in Java, which renders it 71 independent of operating systems. Similarly to LStudio/VLab, GroIMP also relies on a 72 special purpose language, XL, dedicated to the simulation of plants and, more generally, to 73 the dynamic development of graph structures. The choice of Java as a programming 74 language allows a tradeoff between an easy-to use programming language (no pointers, 75 automatic memory management, etc.) and a compiled efficient language such as C++. 76
Similarly to GroIMP, but in a domain restricted to forest management, Capsis is a 77 computer platform based on Java (Goreaud et al. 2006 ), for studying forest practices that is 78 worth mentioning in these approaches applied to plant modeling. 79
In a relatively different spirit, the AMAPmod platform (Godin et al. 1997 ) focuses on plant 80 architecture analysis rather than on plant growth simulation. It was originally based on a 81 home-made language, AML, that was designed to provide a high degree of interaction 82 between users and their models (Godin et al. 1999 ). The AML language was then 83 abandoned and replaced by a more powerful language coming from the open software 84 community, Python, that was found to achieve a very good compromise between 85 interactivity, efficiency, stability, expressive power, and legibility both for expert 86 programmers and beginners. This major upgrade of the AMAPmod system (now re-87 engineered as VPlants) initiated the development of OpenAlea. 88
Software platforms outside the world of plant modeling also inspired the development of 89
OpenAlea. In particular, the use of visual programming was introduced in different 90 projects: AVS in scientific visualization (Upson et al. 1999) , Vision (Sanner 2002) in 91 5 bioinformatics or Orange (Demsar et al., 2004) in data-mining. This notion was shown to 92 allow users natural access to the modeling system and easy sketching and reuse of model 93
components. 94
We present in this paper the open-software platform, OpenAlea, for plant modeling based 95 on a combination of the two families of approaches (i.e. plant architecture analysis and 96 visual programming). OpenAlea is a flexible component-based framework designed to 97 facilitate the integration and interoperability of heterogeneous models and data structures 98 from different scientific disciplines at a fine grain level. Its architecture will also ease and 99 accelerate the diffusion of new computational methods as they become available from 100 different research groups. Such a software environment is targeted not only at developers 101 and computer scientists but also at biologists, who may be able to assemble models while 102 minimizing the programming effort. The first section ("OpenAlea at a glance") presents a 
Python-language based system and Model integration 159
OpenAlea has been designed using a "language-centric" approach (Sanner 1999 to be inserted between the two nodes. A simple way to ensure input/output compatibility 231 between heterogeneous components is to use the standard data type available in Python 232 such as list, dictionary, etc. For more complex types, such as graphs, some abstract 233 interfaces are provided in OpenAlea to standardize and ease communication. 234
The evaluation of a dataflow is a recursive algorithm from a specific node selected by a 235 user. All the nodes connected to its input ports are evaluated before evaluating the node 236 itself. Cyclic dependencies in the graph are managed by setting the previously computed 237 output values on the output ports or using default values for the first evaluation. 238 239
Visual Programming 240
To enable scientists to build complex models without having to learn a textual 241 programming language, we designed the visual programming environment, VisuAlea. 242
Using VisuAlea, the user can combine graphically different processing nodes provided by 243
OpenAlea libraries and run the final scenario. The graphical models show clearly the 244 dependencies between the processes as a graphical network and ease the understanding of 245 the structure of the model. Users can interactively edit, save and compose nodes. In this 246 visual approach, a graphical interface is associated with each node and enables the 247 configuration and visualization of their parameters and data. Customizing parameters of the 248 dataflow provides the user with an interactive way to explore and control the model. The dataflow in Figure 3 .A shows a first connection of these nodes starting with a filename 274 node for the digitized points and a parameter node for sky description. Eventually, this 275 dataflow can be viewed as a more macroscopic model that implements a reusable 276 functionality. In Figure 3 .B, the different components are grouped to form the macro node 277 "composite light model" that can be tested with different parameters and reused in other 278 dataflows. It is reused in the dataflow in Figure 3 .C and tested on a set of sky parameters p i , 279 to explore, for instance, the response of the model to different lighting conditions. 280
Resulting values are finally displayed on a 2D plot. 281 282
Development environment and diffusion 283
For developers and modeling scientists, OpenAlea provides a set of software tools to build, 284 package, install, and distribute their modules in a uniform way on multiple operating 285 systems. It decreases development and maintenance costs whilst increasing software 286 quality and providing a larger diffusion. In particular, some compilation and distribution 287 tools make it possible with high level commands for users to avoid most of the problems 288 due to platform specificity. While pure Python components are natively platform 289 independent, others have to be rebuilt and installed on each specific platform, which may 290 be a rather complex task. To ease the compilation and deployment processes on multiple 291 14 platforms, we have developed various tools such as SConsX and Deploy. SConsX is an 292 extension package of SCons (Knight, 2005) In previous applications, ADEL-maize, which is a cpfg script, was used to simulate directly 398 canopy 3D development. The simulation was done in two steps. First, the model computed 399 the evolution of the topology and of the dimensions of the organs of each plant, and stored 400 it as a string. Second, a 3D mockup of the canopy was computed using the cpfg interpretor 401 and a homomorphism. In this application, we did not apply the homomorphism to be able 402 to use the geometric leaf shapes built outside cpfg. The plant reconstruction was performed 403 from the L-system string using LOGO style turtle interpretation (Prusinkiewicz, 86) 404 19 implemented in PlantGL (Pradal et al., 2007) . Finally, the resulting individual plant mock-405 ups were sent to a planter node that distributed the plants over a defined area. 406 407 From Canopy reconstruction to LIE 408 LIE was computed with the radiative model Caribu, which is a package of OpenAlea. The 409 model is itself composed of several programs that can be arranged to fit particular needs. 410
We used one of the arrangements that computes first order interception for an overcast sky, 411 issued in the package in the form of a VisuAlea dataflow. We simply saved this Caribu 412 dataflow as a composite node, imported it to the Adel dataflow (see The major achievement of OpenAlea is to provide a visual and interactive interface to the 436 inner structure of an FSPM application. This greatly improves the potential of sharing and 437 reusing specialized integrated models, since embedded sub-models, data-structures, or 438 algorithms can be recomposed or combined to fit different modeling objectives. This also 439 increases, for end users, the knowledge of how an application works as one can evaluate 440 independently any part of the model dataflow. As OpenAlea is primarily intended for the 441 FSPM community, we hope that such a platform will facilitate the emergence and sharing 442 of generic components and algorithms able to perform standard modeling tasks in this 443 domain. We also paid a particular attention to providing tools to ease the integration of 444 existing models, so that a large community of scientists could use and "feed" the platform. 
